Copy number variation and variant discovery in Bullmastiff dogs.
Identification of genomic variants within dogs is important for understanding genetic factors contributing to breed diversity and phenotypic traits. This study aimed to identify sources of variation in the Bullmastiff using high-density signal intensity and whole-genome sequence data. Close to 3000 copy number variants (CNVs) were identified in Bullmastiff dogs using Canine HD BeadChip data. When CNVs were collated, 82 CNV regions (CNVRs) were detected, 50% in transcribed regions encompassing 432 genes. Fifty of the CNVRs detected have not been reported in other breeds and represent potential breed-specific variants. A proportion of the CNVR variants with predicted modifying effects on gene pathways may contribute to breed traits. Approximately 5 million putative variants per dog, inclusive of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), multi-nucleotide polymorphisms (MNPs) and insertion and deletions (INDELs), were identified from DNA sequence data on a small number of animals. Identification of genetic variants in the Bullmastiff highlights sources of variation in the breed and molecular markers that will assist in future trait and disease investigations in dogs.